We show that for rational b, (b) = 1 s , where 1+b 2 = r s (r and s relatively prime). Developing the theory of uniform distribution of sequences to suit our problem, we then explore the case where b is irrational. We prove a new metrical theorem concerning multidimensional Diophantine approximation type from which we show that for (Lebesgue) almost all biases b, (b) = 0. Finally, we show that algebraic biases exhibit curious \boundary" behavior, falling into two classes.
Class I. Those algebraics b for which (b) > 0 and furthermore, c 1 (b) c 2 where c 1 and c 2 are positive constants depending only on b's algebraic characteristics. Class II. Those algebraics b for which there exist n > 0 and f : f?1; 1g n ! f?1; 1g so that E (f(X 1 ; : : : ; Xn)) = 0. Notice that this classi cation excludes the possibility that n p jE(f(X 1 ; : : : ; Xn))j limits to zero (for algebraics). For rational and algebraic biases, we also study the computational problem by restricting f to be a polynomial time computable function. Finally, we discuss natural extensions where output distributions other than the uniform distribution on f?1; 1g are sought.
I. Introduction T HE general problem of producing unbiased random bits from an imperfect random source has received enormous attention. This study essentially began with von Neumann 1] in 1951 and, following his work, a variety of models of such \imperfect sources" have been de ned and studied. We study the problem of transforming n independent random bits X 1 ; : : : ; X n , each of xed bias b, into a single bit f(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) which is as unbiased as possible. A natural method for producing such a \nearly unbiased" bit is to XOR (multiply) the input bits. These input bits being independent, E ( Q n i=1 X i ) = Q n i=1 E (X i ) = b n , so the XOR function produces the respectable bias b n . One curious conclusion of this paper, however, is that XOR is essentially always non-optimal (see the theorem on the next page). In general, the bias produced by a speci c function f : f?1; 1g ! f?1; 1g when coupled with n input bits of bias b is denoted f;n (b) 4 = jE (f(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ))j :
The natural value with which to compare this is n (b) 4 = min f f;n (b);
this minimum taken over all functions f : f?1; 1g ! f?1; 1g.
Returning to the XOR function, we have XOR;n (b) = b n . From each new b-biased bit, then, XOR \extracts" another (constant) factor b in the output bias. We naturally expect any asymptotically optimal function to extract at least this extra multiplicative factor of b with each new bit. With this in mind, we de ne the normalized quantity (b) 4 = lim Having erected the above framework, a natural algorithmic question arises: How well can polynomial time computable functions perform in this regard? One potential method for exploring this question is to de ne P (b) 4 = inf f lim n!1 n q f;n (b); this in mum now taken over all polynomial-time functions for which the limit exists, and investigate the relationship between P and . Of course, since XOR can be computed in polynomial time, one still has P (b) b. Consider, however, the following polynomial-time computable \improve-ment" to the XOR function. In polynomial-time one can nd an optimal function f : f?1; 1g log log n ! f?1; 1g by exhaustive search. Dividing the input bits into blocks of size log log n, we may XOR the results obtained from application of this f to each block; this \improved" polynomialtime function we label g. Despite the simplicity of this function, it is completely unclear what bias it achieves (though, of course, n (b) g;n (b) b n ). One compelling property of the above function is that n p g;n (b) actually limits to the extraction rate of b, demonstrating that
for all b. In order to explore the relative \extraction" capacity of polynomial-time functions, then, we must turn to a ner measure: for a polynomial-time function f, we shall consider the growth of the ratio f;n (b) n (b) between like terms. (In general, one would expect this quantity to grow exponentially.) So our results shall fall into two categories:
we prove upper and lower bounds on (b) and n (b), and we construct speci c, polynomial time functions f for which f;n (b)
is well-behaved. The general problem is that of suitably partitioning the space of possible outcomes of (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) into two sets (the \-1 set" and the \1 set") so that the probability of (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) falling into each of these sets is roughly the same. In the case where the bias is rational and one can rely upon the arithmetic structure of Z, such partitions can be explicitly built (see xII) with little di culty. Specically, for a bias b with 1+b 2 = r s (where (r; s) = 1), one can easily see that (b) 1 s and we show, in fact, that polynomial-time computable partitions of the outcomes of (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) can be found which asymptotically achieve It is worth noticing that this o ers exponential improvement (in the achieved bias) over XOR (that is, the function . It is an essential property of the algorithms studied in these papers that they have the option of producing an empty stream of output. These algorithms, where the bias is unknown, provide upper bounds on the expected number of input bits necessary to produce an unbiased output bit. The second scenario is that of Itoh 10] and Feldman, et. al. 2] , which focuses more closely on properties of the input biases (and so is more akin to our study). They show that by carefully selecting the input biases, they can always produce an unbiased output bit with a large, but xed number of input bits.
It is worth noticing that these \dual" problems discussed above are quite di erent in nature from the problem we consider, as they focus on conditions necessary for producing perfectly unbiased output distributions. Of course, for general biases, one cannot hope to produce perfectly unbiased output distributions. The main contribution of this paper is the rst systematic approach to bounding the error terms resulting from the combination of such independent, similarly biased bits. In contrast to the above work, this allows us to elucidate the behavior of algorithms designed to produce approximately unbiased output distributions with no requirements on the either the number or bias of the input bits.
There are also a number of results which discuss the relationship between certain imperfect sources and speci c complexity classes. These include the \weak random source" model of Zuckerman 11 An easy exercise shows that this limit exists.
Let B n be the boolean lattice f?1; 1g n and forx 2 B n , let wt(x) denote the Hamming weight ofx. B i n shall denote the ith level of B n , i.e. allx 2 B n with wt(x) = i. Then, #B i n = ? n i . If X 1 ; : : : ; X n are independent bits with bias b we may associate with each outcome of (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) a point in B n and, forx 2 B i n , the event (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) =x has probability P i n (p) 4 = p i (1 ? p) n?i . For a collection of outcomes C B n we de ne w(C) = Pr (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) 2 C] = P~c 2C P wt (c) n (p). The k-dimensional Lebesgue measure of a measurable set A R k is denoted (A).
II. Rational Bias
We begin now by studying the behavior of (b) for ra- Notice that is non-zero: r divides the right hand side, r > 1 (since b > 0), and r and s are relatively prime.
Furthermore, the right hand side is always an integer, so that the left hand side must be also and n (b) = j j 1 s n . Hence (b) 1 s . In fact, writing = d s n , this shows that d (r ? (s n mod r)).
As promised, we proceed with a matching upper bound.
We shall construct a family of functions f n : f?1; 1g n ! f?1; 1g for which lim n!1 n p jE (f n (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ))j = 1 n is close to s n 2 . The function f n (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) =
( 1 if (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) 2 C n ;
?1 otherwise will then have E (f n (X 1 ; : : : ; X n )) close to zero. (Note that for n > r, #B j n > r for 1 j n?3.) We shall use this extra space left over on each level j, (1 j n?3), to adjust this initial collection, bringing its scaled weight closer to s n 2 . Since r > q, R i n < R j n for any i < j so that from the maximality of T we have s n w(C n ) ? s n 2 ] < R n?2 n = r n?2 q 2 .
We now use elements in levels 1 through n ? 3 to build an approximation of s n w(C n ) ? s n 2 ] modulo r n?2 q 2 . This approximation, we show, can then be lifted to an agreeable adjustment ofC n .
Consider the group Z=r n?2 q 2 and let : Z ! Z=r n?2 q 2 be the natural quotient map. Since r and q are relatively prime, the element (r n?i q i ) has order r i?2 for any i 2, so that we have a series of subgroups of Z=(r n?2 q 2 ) (0) = ( (r n?2 q 2 )) < ( (r n?3 q 3 )) < < ( (rq n?1 )); where ( ) denotes the (cyclic) subgroup generated by .
(Here < denotes subgroup containment.) Each group has index r in the next, the last having index rq 2 inside Z=(r n?2 q 2 ). This last subgroup (generated by rq n?1 ) can be used to \approximate" any value in Z=(r n?2 q 2 ) to within an additive error of rq 2 . Speci cally, de ning = ( s n 2 ] ? s n w(C n )), there is 0 2 ( (rq n?1 )) so that ? 0 2 f (0); (1); : : : ; (rq 2 ? 1)g.
If we represent 0 as c (rq n?1 ), we may have di culty lifting this to an adjustment ofC n because c may be large.
Allowing ourselves to use elements from each of the nested subgroups above leads to an expression forh which we can lift. Before continuing, we record the following observation. Notice that for two cyclic groups ( ) ( ) with = t , say, the set f ; 2 ; : : : ; (t ? 1) g is a system of representatives of the cosets of ( ) in ( ). Then, applying the above lemma with G = ( (rq n?1 )) and the subgroups as listed above, we have an equation in G 0 = t 1 (rq n?1 ) + + t n?3 (r n?3 q 3 )
where 0 t i < r for each i. Since For the moment, let us again reformulate our general problem as a \partitioning problem": given the probabilities P i n (p) = p i (1 ? p) n?i , we should like to nd integers t 1 ; t 2 ; : : : ; t n with 0 t i ? n i so that P n i=0 t i P i n (p) is as close to 1 2 as possible. When p is irrational, the grouptheoretic tools of the previous section are no longer available. Instead, we shall study the \richness" of the set of numbers expressible by sums of the above form, showing that it behaves rather like a set of random numbers. Intuitively, this seems a favorable state of a airs since a collection of Q i ? n i random numbers in 0; 1] should include some very close to 1 2 . This will lead to very general results about sums of \independent irrationals" which we apply in both the algebraic and the metrical (probability 1) case.
Given an irrational number , the celebrated Weyl equidistribution theorem states that as N limits, the sequence of fractional parts of ; 2 ; : : : ; N becomes uniformly distributed 1 in 0; 1). It is this sort of \richness" which we shall study. The rate at which this sequence converges to the uniform distribution is known to depend on the extent to which is approximable by rationals (see 20], for example). This section will prove similar results for sums of k irrationals. That is, we study the rate at which the sequence of fractional parts of t 1 1 + t 2 2 + + t k k ; 0 t i < N; t i 2 Z converges to the uniform distribution on 0; 1). As will be shown, the one-dimensional behavior of this type of sequence is intimately related to the behavior of the vector sequence t~ , 1 t N k . It is immediately clear that favorably \random" behavior on the part of t~ requires that these i (in addition to being irrational) are \inde-pendent" in some sense. casionally, we will also study one-dimensional discrepancy modulo , < 1, that is, the deviation from uniform distribution in 0; ).
The main result of this section will be the following theorem:
Theorem 6: Let~ = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; k ) 2 R k and de ne P(~ ; N) 4 = fkt 1 1 + + t k k k : 0 t i < N; t i 2 Zg:
Then for every > 0, there is > 0 so that if~ has type
We shall introduce some notation and prove two preparatory lemmas before we proceed with the proof. This involves some technical details, and the reader who wishes can for the moment simply note Theorem 6, proceed to Section IV, and return here later. 
Given Lemma 8, we can bound the discrepancy by controlling sums of the form found in equation (1) We begin by outlining the proof (of Lemma 9). Initially, we invoke a result of Niederreiter 23] Proof: This follows from the proof of Theorem 9 in 23], notice that the notion of discrepancy used there is within a factor 2 k of that discussed here.
We proceed to prove a bound on the minimum volume attained by points of S(~ ; N). Notice that our notion of discrepancy is de ned in terms of rectilinear sets. To bound the discrepancy of this set with respect to these hyperbolic regions, we show the the latter can be well approximated by rectilinear sets. With this machinery at our disposal, we can now proceed to explore the behavior of ( ) for irrational biases.
IV. Algebraic Bias
We now consider the case where the bias b is an algebraic number. In order retain the equivalence between P and in this case, one must permit the polynomial time bounded algorithms to perform arithmetic with real numbers. Let = (1 + b)=2 where b is an algebraic number of degree at least k + 1. As before, our goal is to nd a collection C n of B n for which w(C n ), the probability that (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) 2 C n , is as close to 1 2 as possible. We shall proceed roughly as in the rational case, selecting an easy initial collectionC n and re ning this collection.
Speci cally, we begin with a subset of the lattice, taking the entire b n 2 cth level but avoiding levels bn=2c + 1; : : : ; bn=2c + k, for which w(C n ) is fairly close to 1 2 . In fact, one can easily nd such a subset which whose weight is within of 1 2 , where 0 < < p 0 = P bn=2c n ( ). We then re ne this initial collection by the use of elements on levels bn=2c + 1; bn=2c + 2; : : : ; bn=2c + k. Speci cally, we shall approximate modulo p 0 by nding a subset C of these latter k levels whose weight w(C) is very close to when taken modulo p 0 . Speci cally, writing w(C) = 0 + mp 0 , for 0 0 < p 0 and m = bw(C)=p 0 c 2 Z we shall have j ? 0 j very small. Combining this C with our original collection yields a new set C C n with w(C C n ) ? 1 2 = mp 0 + j ? 0 j :
Provided m is smaller than the number of elements on level bn=2c, we can then remove m such elements that are already inC n , producing a nal set C n with jw(C n ) ? 1=2j = j ? 0 j. Hence, the quality of this approximation depends on how close to we can get by forming sums of the probabilities of levels bn=2c + 1; bn=2c + 2; : : : ; bn=2c + k, modulo p 0 . Bounds on the discrepancy of such sums modulo p 0 , then, can be translated into bounds on the quality of such an approximation. We have seen that the discrepancy of sets of the form ft 1 1 + + t k k : 0 t j < Ng (where we should roughly think of j as the probability of an element on level bn=2c + j in B n ) is roughly N ?k . Wishing to depress this bound as much as possible, we would like N to be as large as possible. In the outline above, N is bounded by the \width" of the Boolean lattice. Before proceeding, we introduce some more notation. De nition 7: Let 4 = (1 + b)=2, i.e. the probability that a bit from our biased source is 1 and set n 4 = bn=2c (1? ) n?bn=2c , the probability that (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) has
Hamming weight exactly bn=2c. Finally, let 4 = 1? . We will focus on the sequences produced by our source of length n and weight j for j = bn=2c; bn=2c + 1; : : : ; bn=2c + k (where k + 1 is a lower bound on the degree of ). The probabilities associated with such outcomes then form the set n ; n ; n 2 ; : : : ; n k . Scaling by n 6 = 0, we dene ? 4 = 1; ; 2 ; : : : ; k .
Next, we need some results on the algebraic properties of the numbers involved. Notice that g is a polynomial of degree at most d so that the degree of is at least that of and ? is independent over the rationals. Recalling the plan outlined at the beginning of the section, we shall start with some nicely structured \initial collection." The structure we need is described in the following observation, the proof for which we omit.
Observation 17: Let be as above. For all su ciently large n, there is a subsetC n B n such that B bn=2c n C n ;
C n \ B bn=2c+j n = ;; 1 j k; and w(C n ) = 1=2 + (n);
where 0 < (n) < P bn=2c n ( ). We can now prove the main result of this section. Proof: Select > 0. Note that if b is algebraic of degree d k + 1, then so is (and vice versa). Our goal is, once again, to nd a collection C n B n so that the probability that (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) 2 C n is as close to 1=2 as possible.
SetC n as the collection found in Observation 17, so that w(C n ) = 1 2 + , 0 < < P bn=2c ). This means that the set all linear combinations we can form by taking t 1 n + t 2 n 2 + t k n k = t 1 P bn=2c+1 n ( ) + t 2 P bn=2c+2 n ( ) + + t k P bn=2c+k Taking the nth root and the limit as n ! 1, the bound (b) 2 ?k follows.
We proceed by proving that the algebraic biases fall into two distinct classes. In other words, (b) can not limit to zero. Slightly adjusting yields the bound on n ( ) quoted in the theorem. The bounds on follow. We note that if is an algebraic integer, then it belongs to Class I. This is a consequence of a result in 2], where it is shown that a totally unbiased bit cannot be produced unless 2 is a divisor in the leading coe cient of the irreducible polynomial of .
Combining the results in this section we conclude: for all , a constant c depending essentially on 's algebraic properties, and su ciently large n. Proof: Divide the n input bits into n log n blocks of log n bits each. Following the details of the proof of Theorem 18, we can nd h : f?1; 1g log n 7 ! f?1; 1g that produces output bias h;log n (b) c2 ?(1? )k log n . Further studying the proof, we see that the time required to nd this h is dominated by evaluating the 2 O(log n) sums involved.
Now compose h applied to each block with an XOR of the n log n bits produced by h. 
VI. Extensions
We notice some natural generalizations of our results.
Simulate any xed bias: Instead of producing a single, unbiased bit, we now would like to nd f so that jPr f(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) = 1] ? qj, 1=2 < q < 1, is small. Our previous de nition of now generalizes to:
(q) (b) 4 = inf f lim n!1 n p jE (f(X 1 ; : : : ; X n )) ? (2q ? 1)j;
and (q) n (b) similarly. Analogous results to those proved in this paper can be demonstrated in this case. For algebraic input bias, attempting to simulate a rationally biased bit, the input biases can still be partitioned into two classes, but the partition will depend on q. Finally, we would like to thank Johan H astad for interesting discussions and comments concerning this paper. We also thank Harald Niederreiter for several helpful discussions.
